
In practice, the Selsey Care Shop receives referrals from a variety of sources and in a 
variety of ways; by whatever means they are received, they should be passed to the 
relevant manager or project leader for action in a prompt and timely manner.

Manager or Project Leader's Role

The Manager or project leader will usually visit the individual to assess whether or not 
Selsey Care Shop can help and, if so, how best that help might be provided.  They will 
need to consider such factors as age, location and physical or mental health of the 
individual, as well as the level of support the person already receives from other agencies 
and the capacity and capability of the Selsey Care Shop to provide the necessary skills 
and aptitudes for the support required. In general, they will seek to introduce individuals 
not only to befrienders (when that is appropriate) but also to local organisations catering 
for particular interests that the individuals might have.  

Where possible, initial assessment visits should be made in the company of someone who
has already met the individual involved so that personal introductions can be made. 

The manager or project leader will normally provide feedback to the original informant and
will arrange the assessed needs, monitor progress, make re-assessment(s) as necessary 
and and arrange any further appropriate action. The opportunity to provide confidential 
feedback on particular individuals will be given at 'closed' sessions, either immediately 
after the regular Selsey Care Shop meetings or on other arranged occasions.

To avoid becoming overburdened, the manager or project leader can delegate any of the 
above responsibilities to an appropriate volunteer as necessary; however, they will remain 
responsible for ensuring adherence to these procedures.

Other Matters

The Community Warden sometimes receives and passes referrals to the Selsey Care 
Shop and is also in a position to initiate professional assistance through Chichester 
District Council when it might be required.  Accordingly, the Selsey Care Shop Manager 
should maintain close liaison with the Community Warden.

This procedure should be updated as the need arises.
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